GOVERNMENT OF MAHARASHTRA
DIRECTORATE OF GEOLOGY AND MINING
27 “KANJIP BHAVAN” CEMENT ROAD,
SHIVAJI NAGAR, NAGPUR.

NO/MC/AUTHO/NOC/355/2019/ 1812. DATED 22 JUL 2019

“ORDER”

M/s. Saurabh Surveying Services (Pro. Shri Ramesh Meshram) was granted authorization for DGPS Surveying by Directorate of Geology and Mining Vide its order NO/ MC / AUTHO/NOC/355/2011/927 DATED 15/03/2011.

Whereas, it is observed and confirmed that, the firm / Company M/s Saurabh Surveying Services (Pro. Shri Ramesh Meshram) has made gross errors in the DGPS surveys and were confirmed on MAHA-GEOMIN Platform.

Whereas the firm was given show-cause notices to explain the reasons for the errors vide this office letter NO/MC/AUTHO/NOC/355/17/2017 DATED 28/08/2017 and NO/ MC/ AUTHO/NOC/355/17/2478 DATED 06/11/2017 and to clarify their stand within 7 days.

Whereas despite being afforded opportunity of explanation, the firm M/s Saurabh Surveying Services did not respond to notice and hence for the reasons mentioned above the DGPS authorization granted to M/s Saurabh Surveying Services is withdrawn with immediate effect.

Draft Approved by DGM

Copy submitted to:-
1. The Additional Chief Secretary (Ind), Industry, Energy and Labour Department, Mantralaya, Mumbai- 400 032 for information.
4. District Mining Officer, Collectorate Nagpur, Bhandara, Gondia, Chandrapur, Gadchiroli, Amravati, Yavatmal, Ratnagiri, Raigad, Kolhapur, Sindhudurg & Satara.
5. M/s. Saurabh Surveying Services (Pro. Shri Ramesh Meshram) 396/4, Nazul Layout, Bezonbag Nagpur-440004

For Director,
Directorate of Geology and Mining,
Government of Maharashtra, Nagpur.
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